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UNIQUENESS OF REDUCED ALTERNATING RATIONAL 3-TANGLE
DIAGRAMS
BO-HYUN KWON
Abstract. Tangles were introduced by J. Conway. In 1970, he proved that every rational
2-tangle defines a rational number and two rational 2-tangles are isotopic if and only if they
have the same rational number. So, from Conway’s result we have a perfect classification
for rational 2-tangles. However, there is no similar theorem to classify rational 3-tangles.
In this paper, we introduce an invariant of rational n-tangles which is obtained from the
Kauffman bracket. It forms a vector with Laurent polynomial entries. We prove that the
invariant classifies the rational 2-tangles and the reduced alternating rational 3-tangles. We
conjecture that it classifies the rational 3-tangles as well.
1. Introduction
A n-tangle is the disjoint union of n properly embedded arcs in the unit 3-ball. A rational
n-tangle is a n-tangle α1∪α2∪···∪αn in a 3-ball B3 such that there exists a homeomorphism
of pairs Φ : (B3, α1 ∪ α2 ∪ · · · ∪ α3) −→ (D2 × I, {p1, p2, ..., pn} × I)). Then two rational
n-tangles, T, T ′, in B3 are isotopic, denoted by T ≈ T ′, if there is an orientation-preserving
self-homeomorphism h : (B3, T )→ (B3, T ′) that is the identity map on the boundary.
H. Cabrera-Ibarra [3] found a pair of invariants which is defined for all rational 3-tangles.
Each invariant is a 3 × 3 matrix with complex number entries. The pair of invariants clas-
sifies the elements of six special sets of rational 3-tangles each of which contains the braid
3-tangles. However, it does not cover the collection of all alternating rational 3-tangles.
Also, Emert and Ernst [5] classified the collection of essential alternating rational n-tangles
which is a set of alternating rational n-tangles satisfying a certain condition. However, it
also does not cover the collection of all alternating rational 3-tangles.
In this paper, I would like to classify the collection of all alternating rational 3-tangles. With
a similar argument, it could be possible to classify the collection of all alternating rational
n-tangles.
Let S2 be a sphere smoothly embedded in S3 and let K be a link transverse to S2. The
complement in S3 of S2 consists of two open balls, B1 and B2. We assume that S
2 is xz-plane
∪ {∞}. Now, consider the projection of K onto the flat xy-plane. Then, the projection onto
the xy-plane of S2 is the x-axis and B1 projects to the upper half plane and B2 projects to
the lower half plane. The projection gives us a link diagram, where we make note of over and
undercrossings. The diagram of the link K is called a plat on 2n-strings, denoted by p2n(w),
if it is the union of a 2n-braid w and 2n unlinked and unknotted arcs which connect pairs
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2 BO-HYUN KWON
of consecutive strings of the braid at the top and at the bottom endpoints and S2 meets
the top of the 2n-braid. (See the first and second diagrams of Figure 1.) Any link K in S3
admits a plat presentation. i.e., K is ambient isotopic to a plat ([2], Theorem 5.1). The
bridge (plat) number b(K) of K is the smallest possible number n such that there exists a
plat presentation of K on 2n strings. We say that K is n-bridge link if the bridge number
of K is n. We remark that the braid group B2n is generated by σ1, σ2, · · ·σ2n−1 which are
twisting of two adjacent strings. For example, w = σ−12 σ
−1
4 σ3σ
3
1σ
2
5σ
−1
4 σ
−1
2 is the word for the
6 braid of the first diagram of Figure 1.
p  (   )w
2n
B1
B2
B1
S2
B2
w
S2
Figure 1.
Then we say that a plat presentation is standard if the 2n-braid w of p2n(w) involves only
σ2, σ3, · · ·, σ2n−1.
We remark that K ∩B2 is a rational tangle.
Now, we define a 2n-plat presentaion for rational n-tangles K∩B2 in B2, denoted by q2n(w),
if it is the union of a 2n-braid w and n unlinked and unknotted arcs which connect pairs of
strings of the braid at the bottom endpoints with the same pattern as in a plat presenta-
tion for a link and the projection of ∂B2 onto the flat xy-plane meets the top of the 2n-braid.
We note that q2n(w) is a rational n-tangle in B2 since we can obtain a trivial rational n-tangle
from the rational n-tangle by a sequence of half Dehn twists which are automorphisms of B3
that preserve the six punctures.
We also say that q2n(w) (= p2n(w)) is the plat closure of q2n(w) if it is the union of q2n(w)
and n unlinked and unknotted arcs in B1 which connect pairs of consecutive strings of the
braid at the top endpoints.
The tangle diagrams with the circles in Figure 2 give the diagrams of trivial rational 2, 3-
tangles as in [1], [3], [6], [8]. The right sides of each pair of diagrams show the trivial rational
2, 3-tangles in B2.
A tangle diagram TD (or 2n-plat presentation) is reduced alternating if TD is alternating
and TD does not have a self-crossing which can be removed by a Type I Reidemeister move.
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We note that q4(w) is alternating if and only if q4(w) is alternating, possibly not reduced
alternating.
NW NE
SW SE
B3
B3
1
2
3 4
5
6
NWSW NE SE
B
1 65432
B
B B1
2
1
2
Figure 2.
In section 2, we introduce the Kauffman bracket of a rational tangle diagram and discuss
how to calculate it. Also, we define a vector from the Kauffman bracket of a rational 2-tangle
diagram.
Then, we will prove that the vector from the Kauffman bracket of a rational 2-tangle diagram
is an invariant which can classify the rational 2-tangles in section 3.
Finally, we will show that the vector from the Kauffman bracket of a rational 3-tangle
diagram is an invariant of rational 3-tangles and especially it classifies the reduced alternating
rational 3-tangles in section 4.
2. The Kauffman bracket and its calculation
Let Λ = Z[a, a−1] and L be a link diagram. I want to emphasize here that K,L and T stand
for a diagram and K, L and T stand for a knot or link for convenience.
We recall that the Kauffman bracket < L >∈ Λ of L is obtained from the three axioms
=1
L L
=a +a-1
=k k=-a  -a,where 2 -2
The symbol < > indicates that the changes are made to the diagram locally, while the rest
of the diagram is fixed.
The Kauffman polynomial XL(a) ∈ Λ is defined by
XL(a) = (−a−3)w(
−→
L ) < L >,
where the writhe w(
−→
L ) ∈ Z is obtained by assigning an orientation to L, and taking a sum
over all crossings of L of their indices e, which are given by the following rule
(        ) = −1.(        ) = 1,e e
Then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.1. ([8]) If K is a 2-bridge link, then there exists a word w in B4 so that the plat
presentation p4(w) is reduced alternating and standard and represents a link isotopic to K.
Since p4(w) is standard, we consider B3 instead of B4. Then, let σ1 and σ2 be the two gen-
erators of B3. I want to emphasize here that we are changing from σ2 and σ3 to σ1 and σ2.
B1
S2
B2
T0
B1
S2
B2
T
Figure 3.
Goldman and Kauffman [5] define the bracket polynomial of the two tangle diagram T as
< T >= f(a) < T0 > +g(a) < T∞ >, where the coefficients f(a) and g(a) are Laurent
polynomials in a and a−1 that are obtained by starting with T and using the three axioms
repeatedly until only the two trivial tangle diagrams T0 and T∞ in the expression given for T
are left. We note that f(a) and g(a) are invariant under regular isotopy of T , where regular
isotopy is the equivalence relation of link diagrams that is generated by using the 2nd and
3rd Reidemeister moves only. So, we define the coefficients vector (f(a), g(a)) which is a
regular invariant of the rational 3-tangles.
Let A =< T0 > and B =< T∞ >. So, < T >= f(a)A+ g(a)B.
We assume that T is a reduced alternating rational 2-tangle. Then we have w = σ11 σ
−2
2 ·
· · σ2k−11 for some positive (negative) integers i for 2 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1 and non-negative (non-
positive) integer 1 for T. We note that w needs to end at σ±11 . If w = σ
1
1 σ
−2
2 ···σ2k−11 σ2k2 for
some positive (negative) integer 2k then q4(w) is not a reduced alternating tangle diagram.
i.e., the tangle diagram has a self crossing which can be removed by the first Reidemeister
move.
Suppose that T1 = q4(w), where w = σ
1
1 σ
−2
2 · · · σ2n−11 for some positive (negative) integers
i (2 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 1) and non-negative (non-positive) integer 1.
Let A±11 =
( −a∓3 a∓1
0 a±1
)
and A±12 =
(
a±1 0
a∓1 −a∓3
)
.
Also, let A = A11 A
−2
2 · · · A2n−11 .
Then we can calculate the two coefficients f(a) and g(a) of A and B of T1 as follows.
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Theorem 2.2. (Eliahou-Kauffman-Thistlethwaite [4]) Suppose that T1 (=q4(u)) is a plat
presentation of a rational 2-tangle T1 which is alternating and standard so that u = σ11 σ
−2
2 ·
· · σ2n−11 for some positive (negative) integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 1) and non-negative (non-
positive) integer 1. Then,
< T1 >= f(a)A+ g(a)B, where f(a) and g(a) are given by
(f(a), g(a))t = A
(
0
1
)
, i.e., the second column of A, where A = A11 A
−2
2 · · · A2n−11 .
Then we show the following lemma which helps us to show Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 2.3. Let A = Am2 for some non-zero integer m.
Then A =
 am 0am+2 + (−1)m+1a2−3m
1 + a4
(−1)ma−3m
 .
Proof. First, assume that m is a positive integer.
Let A =
(
b11 b12
b21 b22
)
.
I will use induction on m to show this lemma.
We can easily check that if m = 1 then b11 = a, b12 = 0, b21 = a
−1 and b22 = −a−3 from A2.
Suppose that the claim is true when m = k. i.e., b11 = a
k, b12 = 0, b22 = (−1)ka−3k, and
b21 =
ak+2 + (−1)k+1a2−3k
1 + a4
.
Now, consider Ak+12 = A2A
k
2 =
(
b′11 b
′
12
b′21 b
′
22
)
.
Then we have b′11 = aa
k = ak+1, b′12 = 0, b
′
22 = −a−3(−1)ka−3k = (−1)k+1a−3(k+1) and
b′21 = a
−1(ak)− a−3
(
ak+2 + (−1)k+1a2−3k
1 + a4
)
= ak−1 − a
k−1 + (−1)k+1a−1−3k
1 + a4
=
ak−1(1 + a4)− (ak−1 + (−1)k+1a−1−3k)
1 + a4
=
ak+3 + (−1)k+2a−1−3k
1 + a4
=
a(k+2)+1 + (−1)(k+1)+1a2−3(k+1)
1 + a4
.
This completes the proof of the case when m is a positive integer.
Similarly, we can show the case when m is a negative integer.

3. A new invariant of rational 2-tangles
For a Laurent polynomial p(a), let M(p(a)) be the maximal power of a in p(a) and m(p(a))
be the minimal power of a in p(a). We say that a link K is connected if no component of K
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is split. Similarly, we say that a tangle T is connected if no component of T is split.
K. Murasugi [12] proved the following theorem and it helps to prove Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.1 ([12]). Suppose that K is a connected reduced alternating projection of an
alternating link K. Then (M(XK)−m(XK))/4 is the number of crossings of K.
We recall that there is a perfect classification of rational 2-tangles which define a rational
number. The following theorem tells us the coefficients vector of rational 2-tangle diagrams
classifies the corresponding rational 2-tangles. However, it is not good as the classical in-
variant.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that T is a tangle diagram of a rational 2-tangle T so that < T >=
f(a) < T0 > +g(a) < T∞ >.
Then, T ≈ T∞ if and only if (f(a), g(a)) = (−a−3)k(0, 1) for some integer k, where T∞ is
the tangle with the diagram T∞.
Proof. First, we suppose that T ≈ T∞.
Since T ≈ T∞, we get T∞ from T after applying a sequence of a finite number of the three
Reidemeister moves. We note that f(a) and g(a) are invariant under regular isotopy of T .
Now, consider the first Reidemeister moves as in Figure 4.
a a
−1
−a
a a
−1
−a−3
3
Figure 4.
This implies that (f(a), g(a)) = (−a−3)k(0, 1) for some integer k since < T∞ >= 0· < T0 >
+1· < T∞ >.
In order to show the opposite direction, assume that there is a non-trivial reduced alternat-
ing projection T so that < T >= (−a−3)k < T∞ >.
Let q4(w) be the plat presentation for T which is standard and reduced alternating.
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Then, either w = σ11 for a non-zero integer 1 or w = σ
−0
2 σ
1
1 σ
−2
2 σ
3
1 · · · σ2n−11 for some
positive (negative) integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 1) and non-negative (non-positive) integer 0.
If w = σ±11 , then we see that (f(a), g(a)) = (a
∓1, a±1) 6= (−a−3)k(0, 1) for any k.
If w = σ11 for |1| ≥ 2, then we have p4(w) which represents a reduced alternating link K
having a diagram K = T . So, we note that the Kauffman polynomial of K is not trivial.
However, we should have trivial Jones polynomial for K since < T >= (−a−3)k(0, 1). This
contradicts the assumption.
If w = σ−02 σ1 for non-negative integer 0, then A = A
−0
2 A1. By using Lemma 3.2, we have
(f(a), g(a)) =
(
a−0−1,
a−0+1 + (−1)−0a30+5
1 + a4
)
6= (−a−3)k(0, 1) for any k.
Similarly, if w = σ−02 σ
−1
1 for non-positive integer 0 then we have
(f(a), g(a)) =
(
a−0+1,
a−0+3 + (−1)−0a30−1
1 + a4
)
6= (−a−3)k(0, 1) for any k.
If w = σ−02 σ
1
1 for 1 ≥ 2, then we have p4(w) which represents a non-trivial alternating link.
So, this violates the assumption too.
If w = σ−02 σ
1
1 σ
−2
2 σ
3
1 ···σ2n−11 for some positive (negative) integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1, n ≥ 2)
and non-negative (non-positive) integer 0, then we have the reduced alternating presentation
v = σ11 σ
−2
2 ···σ2n−11 for p4(v) for some positive (negative) integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−1, n ≥ 2).
This implies that M(XK)−m(XK) ≥ 4 by Theorem 3.1.
However, if (f(a), g(a)) = (0, (−a−3)k) then M(XK)−m(XK) = 0 by Theorem 3.1.
This also contradicts the assumption.
Therefore, if < T >= (−a−3)k < T∞ > then T ≈ T∞.
This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.3. Suppose that T and T ′ are the projections onto the xy-plane of two ra-
tional 2-tangles T and T′ in B3 so that < T >= f(a) < T0 > +g(a) < T∞ > and
< T ′ >= f ′(a) < T0 > +g′(a) < T∞ > respectively.
Then, T ≈ T′ if and only if (f ′(a), g′(a)) = (−a−3)k(f(a), g(a)) for some integer k.
Proof. Let q4(w) be the plat presentation for T and q4(v) be the plat presentation for T
′.
Now, consider e = w−1w and w−1v.
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w
w
v
-1
(b)
v
(c)
v
(a ) (b ) (c )
w
(a)
w w
w
-1-1
Figure 5.
Let T1 and T′1 be the rational 2-tangles of the plat presentations q4(e) and q4(w−1v) respec-
tively. We note that T1 ≈ T∞.
Then by Theorem 3.2, T′1 ≈ T1 ≈ T∞ if and only if < T ′1 >= (−a−3)k < T∞ > for some k.
Now, we claim that < T ′1 >= (−a−3)k < T∞ > for some k if and only if < T ′ >= (−a−3)k′ <
T > for some k′. To prove this, we repeatedly use the three axioms to remove the cross-
ings below the dotted line of the diagram (a) and the diagram (b) respectively to have
< T ′1 >= (−a−3)k < T∞ > for some k. Then we repeatedly use the three axioms to
remove the crossings above the dotted line of the diagram (a) and the diagram (b) respec-
tively. (Refer to the diagram (a) and (b) of Figure 5.) Since v = ww−1v, we note that if
< T ′1 >= (−a−3)k < T∞ > for some k then < T ′ >= (−a−3)k′ < T > for some k′. Similarly,
we note that if < T ′ >= (−a−3)k < T > for some k then < T ′1 >= (−a−3)k′ < T∞ > for
some k′ by using the diagrams (a′), (b′) and (c′) since e = w−1w = w−1v.
Now, it is enough to show that T1 ≈ T′1 if and only if T ≈ T′. This is also proved by the
diagrams of Figure 5.
Therefore, T ≈ T′ if and only if < T ′ >= (−a−3)k′ < T > for some k′.
This completes the proof.

4. A new invariant of rational 3-tangles
B1
S2
B2
B1
S2
B2
B1
S2
B2
B1
S2
B2
B1
S2
B2
0  tangle0  tangle 3 0  tangle1 2 0  tangle 540  tangle
Figure 6.
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Now, consider a rational 3-tangle T. Let T be a rational 3-tangle diagram.
H. Cabrera-Ibarra [3] defined the bracket polynomial of the rational 3-tangle diagram T of
T as < T >= fT1 (a) < 01 > +fT2 (a) < 02 > +fT3 (a) < 03 > +fT4 (a) < 04 > +fT5 < 05 >,
where fTi (a) are Laurent polynomials in a and a
−1 that are obtained by starting with T and
using the three axioms repeatedly until only the five trivial tangle diagrams < 0j > in the
expression given for T are left. (See Figure 6.)
Then, we define the vector vT = (f
T
1 (a), f
T
2 (a), ..., f
T
5 (a)) for a rational 3-tangle diagram T .
Then we note that the vector vT is an invariant under regular isotopy of T . Especially we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. If T ≈ T′ then vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k, where T is a tangle diagram of
T and T ′ is a tangle diagram of T′.
Proof. It is the generalization of the proof for the one direction of Theorem 3.2. 
0 ( T )2 0 ( T )3 0 ( T )4 0 ( T )50 ( T )1
T T T T T
Figure 7.
A link diagram L is the 0i-closure of a rational 3-tangle diagram T , denoted by 0i(T ), if L
is obtained from T by connecting the six endpoints of T as the pattern shown above. (See
Figure 7.)
wwwww
1q   W(    )6 q   W(    )6 2 q   W(    )6 3 q   W(    )6 4 q   W(    )6 5
Figure 8.
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Suppose that T has a 6-plat presentation q6(w). Then, let w = σ
1
k1
σ2k2 · · · σ
n−1
kn−1σ
n
kn
for some
non-zero integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where ki ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Now, we define q6(w)i which is a 6-plat presentation of a rational 3-tangle T under the connec-
tivity pattern of bottom endpoints induced by 0i as in Figure 8. For example, q6(w)3 = q6(w).
Then we say that a rational 3-tangle T is a 6-plat tangle if T is isotopic to a tangle T′ and
the projection of T′ onto the xy-plane is a 6-plat presentation q6(w)i for some i. Then, we
say that a 6-plat tangle diagram is reduced alternating if the 6-plat presentation is reduced
alternating.
We note that each rational 3-tangle is a 6-plat tangle. (Refer to [9] and [10].) However, the
set of all reduced alternating 6-plat tangle diagrams is a proper subset of the collection of
reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams.
In order to cover all reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams, we define σ6 as in Fig-
ure 9. Generally, the defined generators σi (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) also can be defined from the twisting
obtained by the extension to B3 of the half Dehn twists between adjacent endpoints on ∂B3.
(Refer to [9].)
σ6
σ6
1
2
3 4
5
6
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 9.
Let |T | be the minimal crossing number of the diagram T . We say that a crossing is closest
to S2 if at least two arcs of the four end arcs from the crossing directly meet the horizontal
line which stands for S2 without any crossing. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that T is a reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagram. If |T | ≥ 2
then 0i(T ) is a reduced alternating link diagram for some i.
Proof. First of all, we claim that if a crossing of 0i(T ) is not a closest crossing then the
crossing cannot be removed by the first Reidemeister move. If a crossing is not closest one
and the crossing is removed by Type I Reidemeister move, then the self crossing should be
removed below S2. However, T is reduced alternating. This shows this claim.
Suppose that T has a closest crossing to S2 which is obtained by σ±11 as in Figure 10.
First assume that T does not have any other closest crossing except the crossing.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (f)(e)
(g) (h) (i) (k)(j) (l)
Figure 10.
Consider 01-closure of T . Then there are five cases (a)−(e) which are not reduced alternating.
We note that the cases (a), (b) and (c) are impossible since |T | ≥ 2 and T is a reduced alter-
nating rational 3-tangle diagram. In the case (d) of Figure 10, take 03-closure of T instead
of 01-closure. Then, we have the diagrams (f) and (g) to have the crossing removed by
the first Reidemeister move. However, they are also impossible since |T | ≥ 2 and T is a re-
duced alternating rational 3-tangle diagram. Therefore, 03(T ) should be reduced alternating.
Similarly, in the case (e) of Figure 10, we can check that 02(T ) should be reduced alternating.
Therefore, 0i(T ) is reduced alternating for some i.
Now, assume that T does have another closest crossing to S2 possibly obtained by σ±13 or σ
±1
5 .
Then consider 01(T ) as in the diagram (h) and (i) of Figure 10.
In the diagram (h), take 02-closure to T . Then 02(T ) should be reduced alternating since T
is a reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagram. If we have a case (i), then take 04-closure
of T . Then, we also note that 04(T ) is a reduced alternating link diagram.
It is clear that 02(T ) is reduced alternating if the three crossings by σ
±1
1 , σ
±1
3 and σ
±1
5 are
closest crossings to S2.
At last, we assume that T does have another closest crossing to S2 obtained by σ±14 as the
diagram (j). In order to have a crossing removed by the first Reidemeister move, at least
one of the dotted arcs is a real arc. However, by taking 02-closure of T as in the diagrams
(k) and (l), we note that the diagrams are impossible since T is reduced alternating. So, we
can eliminate this case as well.
Therefore, we just show that if T has a closest crossing to S2 which is obtained by σ±11 then
0i(T ) is reduced alternating for some i.
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S S
1
2
3 4
5
6 12
3
4 5
6
(a)
1 2 3 4 5 6 12 3 4 5 6
S S
(b)
Figure 11.
If T has a closest crossing to S2 which is obtained by σ±12 , we modify the previous diagrams
by rotating 60◦ counterclockwise in the disk model as the diagram (a) of Figure 11. Then this
case also can be proved by the previous arguments. (Refer to the diagram (b) of Figure 11.)
Similarly, for the rest of cases to prove this lemma, we modify the previous cases by rotating
a multiple of 60◦ in the disk model of tangle diagrams.
This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.3. If |T | = 1 Then X0i(T ) = (−a2 − a−2)(t−1), where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and t is the
number of components of 0i(T ).
Proof. Consider the diagram in Figure 12.
2
4
1
3
2
4
1
3
2
4
1
3
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12.
Since T has only one crossing, the cases (a) and (b) in Figure 12 are possible. If we have a
diagram (c) of Figure 12, it is impossible to connect 2 and 3. Also, the only crossing of T
should be removed by the first Reidemeister move. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that T and T ′ are reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams.
If |T | = 1 and |T ′| ≥ 2, then vT 6= vT ′.
Proof. First, we note that 0i(T ) has at most two trivial links (two split components) since
|T | = 1 for all i. (Refer Figure 12.) By Theorem 3.1 and the third axiom for the Kauffman
bracket, we note that M(X0i(T ))−m(X0i(T )) ≤ 4.
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We also note that, by Lemma 4.2, there exists 0j-closure of T
′ so that 0j(T ′) is a reduced
alternating link diagram. Therefore, the minimal crossing number of 0j(T ′) for some j is
greater than or equal to 2. This implies that M(X0j(T ′)) − m(X0j(T ′)) ≥ 8. However, if
vT = vT ′ , then 4 ≥ M(X0j(T ))−m(X0j(T )) = M(X0j(T ′))−m(X0j(T ′)) ≥ 8 since the writhes
of T and T ′ cannot change M(X0j(T ))−m(X0j(T )) and M(X0j(T ′))−m(X0j(T ′)). It makes a
contradiction.
Therefore, vT 6= vT ′ .

We remark that Eliahou and Kauffman [4] found an infinite number of 2-component links
with Kauffman polynomial equal to −a2 − a−2. However, every element of the families is
not (reduced) alternating by Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that T and T′ are rational 3-tangles and T and T ′ are rational 3-tangle
diagrams of T and T′ respectively. If T and T ′ are reduced alternating rational 3-tangle
diagrams and |T | ≤ |T ′| ≤ 1, then T ≈ T′ if and only if vT = vT ′.
Proof. We note that vT , vT ′ ∈ {(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, ), ..., (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)} if |T | = |T ′| = 0.
They are distinguished by the trivial rational 3-tangle type.
We also note that vT , vT ′ ∈ {(a±1, a∓1, 0, 0, 0), (a±1, 0, 0, a∓1, 0), (a±1, 0, 0, 0, a∓1), (0, a±1, a∓1,
0, 0), (0, 0, a±1, a∓1, 0), (0, 0, a±1, 0, a∓1)} if |T | = |T ′| = 1. They are also distinguished by
the rational 3-tangle type with |T | = |T ′| = 1.
This completes the proof.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose that T and T ′ are reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams with
vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k and |T | ≥ |T ′| ≥ 2. Then both T and T ′ are positive (negative)
reduced alternating, where positive (negative) alternating diagram means that the crossings
of the diagram are obtained only by σ1, σ3, σ5, σ
−1
2 , σ
−1
4 or σ
−1
6 (σ
−1
1 , σ
−1
3 , σ
−1
5 , σ2, σ4 or σ6).
Proof. For a contradiction, assume that T is positive reduced alternating and T ′ is negative
reduced alternating. Then, consider the diagrams of Figure 13.
We have T ′1 by having crossings in the cylinder S so that T
′
1 is isotopic to a trivial tangle
diagram as in the second diagram of Figure 13. We note that the crossings in S are obtained
only by σ1, σ3, σ5, σ
−1
2 , σ
−1
4 or σ
−1
6 .
Then attach the same cylinder S to T to have T1 as in Figure 13. We note that vT1 =
(−a−3)kvT ′1 for some k, where vT ′1 ∈ {(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, ), ..., (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)}.
Clearly, the minimal crossing number of T ′1 is zero. If T is a connected tangle diagram, then
|T1| = |T |+ |T ′| ≥ 4 since T1 is a reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagram. So, |T1| ≥ 4.
We note that 0i(T ′1) has at most three trivial components. So, M(X0i(T ′1))−m(X0i(T ′1)) ≤ 8
for all i. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a 0k-closure of T1 so that 0k(T1) is a reduced alternating
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T
S
T
S
T1 1T
Figure 13.
link diagram with |0k(T1)| ≥ 4. So, M(X0k(T1))−m(X0k(T1)) ≥ 16 for some k.
If vT1 = (−a−3)lvT ′1 for some integer l, then we note that X0k(T1) = (−a−3)sX0k(T ′1) for some s
by considering the writhes of T1 and T
′
1. This implies that 16 ≤M(X0k(T1))−m(X0k(T1)) =
M(X0k(T ′1)
) −m(X0k(T ′1)) ≤ 8. This makes a contradiction. Therefore, vT1 6= (−a
−3)lvT ′1 for
any integer l.
If T is not a connected tangle diagram, then the only one possible case to have the condition
vT1 = (−a−3)lvT ′1 for some integer l is when 2 ≤ |T ′| ≤ |T | ≤ 3 since if |T | > 3 then |T1| ≥ 4.
So, we note that 2 ≤ |T1| ≤ 3. Then there exist i so that 0i(T1) is a reduced alternating by
Lemma 4.2. However, there is no such link L so that |L| = 2 or 3 and XL = (−a2 − a−2)m
for some integer m. (Refer to KnotInfo by Livingston/Cha.) Therefore, vT1 6= (−a−3)lvT ′1
for any integer l.
Both cases contradict the assumption that vT = (−a−3)lvT ′ for some l and this completes
the proof. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that T and T ′ are reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams.
If vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k, then |T | = |T ′|.
Proof. Suppose that |T | ≥ |T ′| ≥ 2. The other cases are clear by Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5.
Assume that |T | > |T ′| for a contradiction. We note X0i(T ) = (−a−3)kX0i(T ′) for all i and
some k. Otherwise vT 6= (−a−3)kvT ′ . We also know that there exists j so that 0j(T ) is a
reduced alternating link diagram by Lemma 4.2.
In order to have X0j(T ) = (−a−3)kX0j(T ′), we should have three conditions (1) |T | = |T ′|+ 1,
(2) T is a connected tangle diagram and (3) T ′ has one separated arc. We note that T ′
cannot have three separated trivial arcs since |T ′| ≥ 2. Also, T ′ cannot be a connected tangle
diagram. If T ′ is a connected tangle diagram then we also have M(X0j(T )) −m(X0j(T )) >
M(X0j(T ′)) − m(X0j(T ′)) for some j since |T | > |T ′|. (Refer to Theorem 2 of [12].) This
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implies that X0j(T ) 6= (−a−3)kX0j(T ′) for some j. So, T ′ has one separated arc. Then we
note that |T | = |T ′| + 1. If |T | > |T ′| + 1 then we also have M(X0j(T )) − m(X0j(T )) >
M(X0j(T ′)) − m(X0j(T ′)) for some j and it makes a contradiction. At last, if T is not a
connected tangle diagram then there exist j so that 0j(T ) is a reduced alternating link having
two separated links. Then we conclude that M(X0j(T ))−m(X0j(T )) > M(X0j(T ′))−m(X0j(T ′))
for some j since |T | > |T ′|. Then we have X0j(T ) 6= (−a−3)kX0j(T ′).
T
S2S2
T
Figure 14.
Now, we take T and T ′ so that |T |+|T ′| is minimal. Now, consider the diagrams of Figure 14.
The rest of cases are obtained from a multiple of 60◦ rotation in the disk model which changes
the positions of the endpoints.
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
S2S2
T
(a )
(b )
(c )
(d )
Figure 15.
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For the 0j-closure of T to have a connected reduced alternating link, one of the connectivity
is fixed as in the diagrams of Figure 14. Otherwise, 0j(T ′) is also a connected link. This
implies that M(X0j(T ))−m(X0j(T )) > M(X0j(T ′))−m(X0j(T ′)) for some j since |T | = |T ′|+1.
So, it makes a contradiction.
Then we have only four possible cases (a) − (d) for this as in Figure 15. Otherwise, either
0j(T ) is not reduced alternating or |T |+ |T ′| is not minimal. We also note that both 0j(T )
and 0j(T ) are reduced alternating. The cases (a) and (c) assume that the given crossing in
T is a closest crossing to S2. and the cases (b) and (d) assume that the given crossing in T
is the only one closest crossing to S2.
With a similar argument in Lemma 4.2, we can show that the closure of T in diagrams
(a′) − (d′) is also a reduced alternating link. Also, we see that the same closure of T ′ in
diagrams (a′) − (d′) is now a connected link. By using the condition that |T | = |T ′| + 1,
we have M(X0j(T ))−m(X0j(T )) > M(X0j(T ′))−m(X0j(T ′)) for some j. Therefore, X0j(T ) 6=
(−a−3)kX0j(T ′). This makes a contradiction.
So, it is impossible to have T and T ′ to satisfy the given three conditions.
Therefore, we conclude that |T | = |T ′|. 
T
T
1T1
1S
T1
ST
Figure 16.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that T and T′ are rational 3-tangles with reduced alternating rational
3-tangle diagrams T and T ′ as in Figure 16, where T1 and T ′1 are rational 2-tangle diagrams.
If vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k, then T ≈ T′.
Proof. Let < T1 >= f(a) < T0 > +g(a) < T∞ > and < T ′1 >= f
′(a) < T0 > +g′(a) < T∞ >.
Then for A,B,C and D of Figure 17, we have the relations < T >= f(a)A + g(a)B and
< T ′ >= f ′(a)C + g′(a)D.
We also note that A = a < 05 > +a
−1 < 01 >,B = a < 03 > +a−1 < 02 >,C = a−1 < 01 >
+a < 02 > and D = a
−1 < 05 > +a < 03 >.
Therefore, < T >= f(a)A + g(a)B = f(a)(a < 05 > +a
−1 < 01 >) + g(a)(a < 03 >
+a−1 < 02 >) = a−1f(a) < 01 > +a−1g(a) < 02 > +ag(a) < 03 > +af(a) < 05 > and
< T ′ >= f ′(a)C + g′(a)D = f ′(a)(a−1 < 01 > +a < 02 >) + g′(a)(a−1 < 05 > +a < 03 >) =
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A B C D
Figure 17.
a−1f ′(a) < 01 > +af ′(a) < 02 > +ag′(a) < 03 > +a−1g′(a) < 05 >.
This implies that g(a) = a2f(a) and (f(a), g(a)) = (f ′(a), g′(a)). Actually, we will conclude
that T1 = T
′
1 which has only one crossing.
Now consider the rational 3-tangle diagram S which contains the rational 2-tangle diagram S1
as the third diagram of Figure 16, where the inner circle is for T1 and the outer circle is for S1.
We have < S1 >= f(a)(a < T0 > +a
−1 < T∞ > +g(a)(−a−3) < T∞ >= af(a) < T0 >
+(a−1f(a)− a−3g(a)) < T∞ >= af(a) < T0 > since f(a) = a2g(a).
We note that the Kauffman bracket vector of S1 is (af(a), 0).
In Theorem 2.2, if we consider the determinant of the matrix AS1 then we have af(a)h(a) =
(a2)l for some integer l and a Laurent polynomial h(a), where AS1 is the matrices product
for calculating the bracket vector of S1. This implies that f(a) = a
n for some integer n. So,
the Kauffman bracket vector of S1 is (a
n+1, 0). By a similar argument as in Theorem 3.2,
we conclude that |S1| = 0. So, both cases have the same diagram as the last diagram of
Figure 16.
This completes the proof. 
Now, we want to prove another direction of the main theorem.
Theorem 4.9. Suppose that T and T′ are rational 3-tangles with reduced alternating rational
3-tangle diagrams T and T ′ respectively. If vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k, then T ≈ T′.
Proof. Suppose that there exists reduced alternating rational 3-tangle diagrams T and T ′ so
that vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k but T 6≈ T′.
Then we choose a pair of T and T ′ satisfying the previous condition and |T | = |T ′| is minimal.
We note that both T and T ′ are positive (negative) reduced alternating by Lemma 4.6.
Also, we note that the closest crossings of T and T ′ to S2 are obtained by different σi. Oth-
erwise, by removing the common closest crossings of T and T ′, we can get T1 and T ′1. Then
we note that vT1 = (−a−3)kvT ′1 . So, it contradicts the assumption that |T | = |T ′| is minimal.
By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, if there exists a such example then |T | = |T ′| ≥ 2.
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If any of T and T ′ is not a connected tangle, possibly T , then take 0j-closure of T to have
a reduced alternating link for some j which has a separated trivial knot. Then we note that
0j(T ′) is also a reduced alternating link which has a separated trivial knot. Otherwise, we
have M(X0j(T )) − m(X0j(T )) > M(X0j(T ′)) − m(X0j(T ′)). It contradicts the condition that
vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k since X0j(T ) 6= (−a−3)kX0j(T ′). So, it is enough to consider
rational 2-tangles by ignoring the common separated trivial arc of T and T ′. Then by using
Corollary 3.3 we can show that if vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k, then T ≈ T′.
Now, we start to consider the possible cases of T .
Case 1: Assume that a crossing of T by σ±11 is the only one closest crossing to S
2.
(2)(1)
S2
(c)
(a) (b)(4)
(d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(3)
Figure 18.
Then 01-closure of T makes a reduced alternating link diagram if the diagram (1) of Fig-
ure 18 is not the diagram of T since |T | ≥ 2 and T is a reduced alternating tangle diagram.
First, assume that the diagram (1) is not the diagram of T .
We note that 01-closure of T
′ also needs to be reduced alternating link diagram if the dia-
gram (1) of Figure 18 is not the diagram of T . Otherwise, X0i(T ) 6= (−a−3)kX0i(T ′) for any
k and it makes a contradiction.
We note that the diagrams (a), (b) and (c) are not reduced alternating. So, the closest cross-
ing to S2 of T ′ is by either σ±13 or σ
±1
5 . (See (d) and (e).)
Suppose that the closest crossing to S2 of T ′ is by σ±13 as the diagram (d) of Figure 18.
Then we consider 04-closure of T as the diagram (2) of Figure 18. If the diagram is a re-
duced alternating link diagram, then we have a contradiction because 04(T ′) is not reduced
alternating (See (f)). So, T does not have any crossing with the rightmost string of T as the
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diagram (2). Now, consider 05-closure of T . Then it is clear that 05(T ) is not reduced alter-
nating link diagram. So, we note that 05(T ′) is also not reduced alternating link diagram.
Otherwise, X0i(T ) 6= (−a−3)kX0i(T ′) for any k since |T | = |T ′| and it makes a contradiction.
So, we have a diagram (g) or (h) for T ′. Otherwise, 05(T ′) is a reduced alternating link
diagram, but 05(T ) is not. We may consider the case that σ
±1
5 also can be a closest crossing
to S2 since we did not cover the case. However, in this case, we note that 05(T ′) is reduced
alternating. This makes a contradiction too. If (g) is the diagram of T ′ then both T and T ′
have the rightmost string with no crossing. Also, the other two strings of each make a 4-plat
presentation since they make a rational 2-tangle diagram. By Corollary 3.3, we note that
T = T ′ if vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k. If (h) is the diagram of T ′ then consider 01-closure of
T ′. Then we see that 01(T ′) is not reduced alternating link diagram, but 01(T ′) is reduced
alternating. This makes a contradiction.
Suppose that the closest crossing to S2 of T ′ is by σ±15 as the diagram (e) of Figure 18.
Then, we note that 02(T ) is not reduced alternating since 02(T ′) is not reduce alternating.
So, the second string of T cannot have any crossing as the diagram (4) of Figure 18. We note
that 05(T ′) is not reduced alternating since 05(T ) is not. So, we have 05(T ′) as the diagrams
(i) and (j) of Figure 18. If we have the diagram (i) then we note that 01(T ′) is not reduced
alternating. This makes a contradiction since 01(T ) is reduced alternating. If we have the
diagram (j) then the second string of T ′ also does not have any crossing. By Corollary 3.3,
we know that T = T ′ if vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k.
S2
(1) (a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 19.
Now, assume that the diagram (1) of Figure 18 is the diagram of T . It is enough to consider
the case that the smaller dotted arc is a real arc in the diagram (1) since the other case is a
symmetry case of this.
Then we note that 04-closure of T is now reduced alternating as the diagram (1) in Figure 19
since |T | ≥ 2 and T is reduced alternating. This implies that the closest crossing to S2 of
T ′ is either by σ±12 , σ
±1
4 , σ
±1
5 or σ
±1
6 since 04(T
′) also should be reduced alternating.
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First, assume that a crossing of T ′ by σ±12 is the only one closest crossing to S
2.
Since 03(T ) is not reduced alternating, we note that 03(T ) is also not reduced alternating.
So, the diagram of T ′ is either (a) of (b) of Figure 19.
If (a) is the diagram of T ′ then 04(T ′) should be reduced alternating since 04(T ) does. How-
ever, it is not reduced alternating.
(b) is also not the diagram of T ′ since the crossing by σ±12 is also a crossing by σ
∓1
1 in this case.
Now, assume that a crossing of T ′ by σ±14 is the only one closest crossing to S
2.
Since 03(T ) is not reduced alternating, 03(T ′) should be not reduced alternating. Therefore,
the diagram of T ′ is either (d) or (e) of Figure 19.
If (d) is the diagram of T ′ then 04(T ′) should be reduced alternating since 04(T ) does. How-
ever, it is not reduced alternating.
By Lemma 4.8, (e) is also not the diagram of T ′.
The cases that a crossing of T ′ by σ±15 or σ
±1
6 is the only one closest crossing to S
2 are
analogous to the previous two cases.
Now, assume that crossings of T ′ by σ±12 and σ
±1
4 are the closest crossings to S
2.
Then, take 03-closure of T
′ as the diagram (f) of Figure 19. Since 03(T ) is not reduced al-
ternating, 03(T ′) is also not reduced alternating. This implies that at least one of the dotted
arcs in the diagram (f) of Figure 19 is a real arc. (If a crossing by σ±16 is also a closest
crossing to S2 then clearly, 03(T ′) is reduced alternating.) Both cases can be eliminated by
a similar argument as in the previous cases.
Assume that crossings of T ′ by σ±12 and σ
±1
5 are the closest crossings to S
2.
Then, take 02-closure of T
′ as the diagram (g) of Figure 19. Since 05(T ) is not reduced al-
ternating, 05(T ′) is also not reduced alternating. This implies that at least one of the dotted
arcs in the diagram (g) of Figure 19 is a real arc. Both cases can be eliminated by the same
argument as in the previous case.
The cases having closest crossings by σ±12 and σ
±1
6 or σ
±1
6 and σ
±1
6 are analogous to one of
the previous cases.
Therefore, there is no counterexample when the diagram of T is the diagram (1) of Figure 18.
Case 2: Now, assume that two crossings which are obtained by σ±11 and σ
±1
3 are closest
crossings to S2 and no other crossing can be a closest crossing to S2.
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S2
(2)(1)
(a)
(3) (4)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 20.
Then 02-closure of T are reduced alternating link diagrams as the diagrams (2) of Figure 20
since T is reduced alternating.
We note that T ′ cannot have a closest crossing by σ±11 or σ
±1
3 . Otherwise, it violates the rule
that |T | = |T ′| is minimal. So, a closest crossing of T ′ is by either σ±12 , σ±14 , σ±15 or σ±16 .
If we have a closest crossing by σ±12 or σ
±1
5 , then we see that 02(T
′) is not reduced alternating
as the diagram (a) of Figure 20. This makes a contradiction.
Now consider the case that a crossing by σ±14 or σ
±1
6 is only two possible closest crossing to S
2
in T ′. Then we also note that 01(T ′) is not reduced alternating. (Refer to (b) of Figure 20.)
So, 01(T ) is also not reduced alternating. This implies that the diagram (1) of Figure 20 is
the diagram of T . i.e., at least one of the dotted arcs is a real arc. Then 02(T ) is reduced
alternating as the diagram (3) of Figure 20.
Assume that the crossing by σ±14 is the only one closest crossing to S
2 in T ′. Since 03(T )
is not reduced alternating, 03(T ′) should be not reduced alternating. So, at least one of the
dotted arcs of the diagram (b) is a real arc. However, the right dotted arc cannot be real
since 02(T ′) should be reduced alternating. Also, the self crossing by the left dotted arc
impossible since the crossing by σ±4 is not also a crossing by σ
∓1
3 and it make a contradiction
for |T | = |T ′| is minimal.
Now, assume that the crossing by σ±16 is the only one closest crossing to S
2 in T ′. Then we
can eliminate this case by a similar argument as in the previous case. (Refer to the diagram
(c) of Figure 20.)
Suppose that both σ±14 and σ
±1
6 make a closest crossing to S
2 for T ′. Then we can take
03-closure of T
′ and we conclude that 03(T ′) should be reduced alternating by a similar ar-
gument as in the previous cases. However, 03(T ) is not reduced alternating. Therefore, the
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second case also cannot be realized.
Case 3: Assume that three crossings which are obtained by σ±11 , σ
±1
3 and σ
±1
5 are closest
crossings to S2 as the diagram (4) in Figure 20.
We note that a closest crossing to S2 of T ′ is by either σ±12 , σ
±1
4 or σ
±1
6 since |T | = |T ′| is
minimal.
We note that 01-closure of T is reduced alternating link diagram. However, 01(T ′) is not a
reduced alternating as the diagram (d) of Figure 20. So, this case is also impossible.
(c) (d) (f)
(a) (b)(2)(1)
S2
(e)
Figure 21.
Case 4: Assume that the two crossings which are obtained by σ±11 and σ
∓1
4 are closest cross-
ings to S2 as the diagrams (1) and (2) in Figure 21.
We note that at least one of the diagrams (1) and (2) is reduced alternating by Lemma 4.2.
Also, we note that a closest crossing to S2 of T ′ is by either σ∓12 , σ
±1
3 , σ
±1
5 or σ
∓1
6 .
First, assume that the crossing by σ∓12 is the only one closest crossing to S
2 of T ′.
Then take 03-closure of T
′ as the diagram (a) of Figure 21. We note that one of the dotted
arc should be real since 03(T ′) is not reduced alternating (03(T ) is not reduced alternating),
T ′ is reduced alternating and |T ′| ≥ 2. It is impossible to have the left dotted arc since we
also can get the crossing (by σ∓12 ) from σ
±1
1 in this case. It contradicts the assumption that
|T | = |T ′| is minimal. Now, assume that the right dotted arc only can be realized. Then
we note that 05(T ′) is reduced alternating but 05(T ) is not. This makes another contradiction.
Second, assume that the crossing by σ±13 is the only one closest crossing to S
2 of T ′. Consider
the diagram (c) and (d). Then, we can make a contradiction by using a similar argument as
in the previous case.
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Now, assume that the crossings by σ±12 and σ
±1
5 is the only two closest crossing to S
2. We
note that 05(T ′) is not reduced alternating since 05(T ) is not reduced alternating. So, at
least one of the dotted arcs in the diagram (e) should be real arc. However, any of the arcs
cannot be realized since the crossings by σ±12 or σ
±1
5 also can be obtained from either σ
±1
1 or
σ∓14 in these two cases.
Assume that the crossings by σ±12 and σ
±1
6 is the only two closest crossing to S
2 of T ′. Then
05(T ′) is reduced alternating as the diagram (f) of Figure 21. However, 05(T ′) is not reduced
alternating. This makes a contradiction.
We note that the rest of cases also can be eliminated by a similar argument in the previous
cases since we can modified each of the remaining cases into a case I already covered.
Therefore, it is impossible to have a closest crossing by σ±11 to satisfy the assumption that
vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some k but T 6≈ T′.
The cases having a closest crossing to S2 of T by σ±1j for 2 ≤ j ≤ 6 are also eliminated by a
similar argument as in the previous cases by considering n× 60◦ counterclockwise rotations
(1 ≤ n ≤ 5). (Refer to Figure 11.)
This completes the proof.

Conjecture 4.10. Suppose that T and T ′ are two rational 3-tangles. Then T ≈ T ′ if and
only if vT = (−a−3)kvT ′ for some integer k.
B
B 1
2
03 T
Figure 22.
Example : Figure 22 gives us an example of two rational alternating 3-tangles that are
distinguished by the invariant. We note that 03(T ) is the Borromean rings. So, if you take
any two of the three strings in T then we get a trivial rational 2-tangle.
First of all, we see that v03 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0).
I found a method to calculate the Kauffman bracket of 6-plat presentations of links by using
a presentation of braid group B6 into a group of 5× 5 matrices. (Refer to [10].)
By the method, we have vT = (−a−6 +3a−2−3a2 +a6,−2a4 +a8 +1,−2a6 +a10,−a4,−2a4 +
a8 + 1).
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Therefore, v03 6= (−a−3)kvT for any k.
This implies that 03 6≈ T .
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